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Good Luck on
Midterms!
The St. Norbert Times
would like to wish
students luck on midterms. They’re here...
The St. Norbert Times
stands for solidarity
for all.
Why didn’t the skeleton go to the homecoming dance?
He had no BODY to go
with

The Menominee Tribe
occupied the land here
at SNC long before any
white settlers stepped foot
in Green Bay. Their history originates at the mouth
of the Menominee river, a
mere 60 miles away from
their current reservation;
this puts them near presentday Marinette, Wis. This
proximity to their native
lands is an uncommon occurrence for many tribes.
Countless tribes have reservations that put them hundreds of miles away from
the land from which they
originate. The Menomi-

St. Norbert Campus | usnews.com

nee have always been indigenous to Wisconsin, at
one point even occupying
over ten million acres of
the land. This was true until
1634, when French explorer Jean Nicolet stumbled
upon Green Bay whilst
searching for a trade route.
The beginnings of white
inhabitants instigated the
start of a tumultuous journey for the Menominee
Tribe. Despite their struggles during American Wars,
the fur trade and difficult
governmental
policies
and treaties, the resilient
Menominee People have

remained strong, surviving
over 10,000 years. They
have been here, and will remain here, for a prolonged
period of time. They refer
to themselves as “Kiash
Matchitwuk,” or “The Ancient Ones,” whenever referring to their presence on
this land.
The Menominee Tribe’s
people play a crucial role
in the history of our state,
including the very land we
walk on everyday. It is critical that we recognize and
respect their commitment
and claim. One way this
is done is through a Land

Acknowledgement Statement. This is a formal statement that helps recognize
the ongoing, enduring and
significant relationship native people have with their
traditional territory. This is
part of a much larger project that is an initiative in
Australia, New Zealand,
the United States and Canada to seek truth and reconciliation in terms of the
past ways Indigenous nations have been viewed and
treated. These statements

Sunday, where all staff and
faculty where welcome to
kick off the special week.
However, the main festivities began on Tuesday with
the Founder’s Day Prayer
Breakfast and presentation
of the awards. The Founder’s Awards are given out to
students, faculty, and staff
who showcase the values of
the college and live out the
mission of the Norbertine
Order.
“We talk about leading by word and example
- these folks are amazing

examples of what we value,” said Massey. “I would
note that just as I am always
so excited about those we
honor with the Founder’s
Award, it is always hard to
be part of the selection process because we read about
even more wonderful people than we can recognize
in any given year.”
At this year’s reception,
three students received an
award: Ernesto Beltran
Gonzalez, Maddie LeBrun
and Karen Suárez-Jiménez.
In addition, Dr. Omobo-

lade Delano-Oriaran, an
Associate Professor of
Teacher Education, Bridgit
A. Martin, the Director of
Multicultural Student Services, and Paula Verheyen,
a Ruth’s Marketplace Cashier, were staff members
who also won an award.
“Their commitment to
living in the spirit of the

SEE MENOMINEE
NATION Page 3 >

Remembering Roots: Heritage Week 2019
GRAEME GALLAGHER | CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Over last week, St. Norbert College recognized the
history of the college with
the 2019 Heritage Week
Celebrations. Every October, the college recognizes
the long history of the college with the presentation
of the Founder’s Awards
and a lecture and concert
presentation on campus.
“Of course, I can’t
know what Heritage Week
means to others, but I hope
it functions like any kind of
anniversary or birthday,”
said Julie Massey, the In-

terim Vice President for
Mission and Student Affairs. “It invites us to recall the story of where we
come from - what was the
inspiration of this place,
and how do we continue to
learn, work, and live as a
community inspired by the
college’s founder, Abbot
Bernard Pennings, as well
as St. Norbert himself without whose example and
passion a Norbertine Order
never exists.”
The week began with a
heritage week reception on

sntimes.wordpress.com

facebook.com/stnorberttimes

@sntimes
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MISSION STATEMENT

The St. Norbert Times strives
to be an informative student-run
newspaper that acts as a balanced
and accurate source of news about
St. Norbert College, as well as the
world around it. In the spirit of the
Norbertine tradition and the First
Amendment to the United States
Constitution, the Times will encourage and defend the principles of
free inquiry, vigorous debate and
the pursuit of truth.

In the spirit of the Norbertine
tradition, we embrace the
following credo:
“Almighty Father, the
scriptures inform us that:
‘THE TRUTH WILL SET
YOU FREE!’
Free from compromising
principles
Free from being self-serving
Free from suspicion
Free from prejudice
Free from intolerance
Free from fear of retaliation
Free to be courageous and
bold
Free to be honest and
forthright.”
“Bless those who speak,
promote and value the truth.
Bless those who have made
and continue to make the
St. Norbert Times a vehicle
for honesty, truthful and
courageous information,
who make it a beacon for the
enlightened progress of St.
Norbert College, protecting
it from half-truths and
misinformation. Help the staff
know that they are called and
chosen to be that voice crying
in the wilderness, especially
for the students whom they
enlighten and inform, helping
them to take up the banner
of truth courageously and
openly for their welfare and
to help St. Norbert College be
the shining beacon it is called
and destined to be.”
Rev. Rowland De Peaux,
O.Praem.
St. Norbert Times Banquet
April 30, 2008
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mission is truly inspiring,” said Massey.
The
celebrations
continued on Tuesday with
“The Lost Women of Prémontre: Finding and Following the Footsteps of
Medieval Women,” which
was a concert and lecture
presented by Yvonne Seale,
an assistant professor of
history at SUNY Geneseo.
Put on by the Center for
Norbertine Studies (CNS),
whose theme this year is
to celebrate Norbertine
women, the event explored
the life and context of these
women, whose story is being opened up by recent and
new archival research.
“The focus for this
entire year in CNS programming, in conjunction
with the CVC, is on Norbertine women. And since
the Order was founded
in Prémontre, looking at
the presence of women in
that location is especially
relevant during Heritage
Week.”
For the last two years,
Heritage Week has been
combined with Homcoming and capped off by an
annual Heritage Ball..
However, this year, the ball
is missing because of separation of Homecoming and
Heritage weeks. In the last
two years, Homecoming
and Heritage week feel at
the same time, but that is
not always the case. Heritage Week is a fixed day of
the year and always lands
on October 10th, whereas

Wednesday, October 16, 2019
Editor: Madelyn Glosny
sntimes.wordpress.com/news | 2
Homecoming and football
schedules change from year
to year.
In regards to the ball,
the decision was made last
year to not hold it and may
be because of the resources that it takes to organize
the event, believes Massey,
who was not in the decision
process. In addition, the attendance from the first ball
to the next went down, possibly influencing the decision for this year.
“Normally you would
think if an idea were a hit
with students, then participation would grow rather
than decline. So I imagine
an evaluation was made
that the investment of time
and money didn’t make
sense if the student interest wasn’t growing,” said
Massey.
However,
Massey
thinks that if students want
the ball, then they should
make their voices heard.
“I think if students
would like to see this event
return in the future, they
should let us know,” said
Massey. “Work through
SGA or RHA or both - use
your representatives to let
us know this event would
be valued. I don’t think it
has to be a forever no, and
there may be ways to offer
it as a still wonderful event
while streamlining some of
the resources to produce it.”
Heritage Ball or not,
Heritage week was celebrated throughout the campus and gave recognition
for the long and unique history of St. Norbert College.

Heritage Week Banner | Erika Ditzman

Happening in the middle of
the semester, the week reminds all to stay true to the
values of the college every
day.

Ever Ancient, Ever New

“Heritage Week invites
us in a particular way to stay
grounded in what we value
and seek to live out at all
times,” encouraged Massey.

ERIKA DITZMAN | CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Each year, an annual
theme is chosen to represent St. Norbert College.
The phrase “Ever Ancient,
Every New” has been selected for the 2019-2020
academic year, drawn from
a quote by St. Augustine of
Hippo:
“Late have I loved
you, O Beauty ever ancient, ever new, late have I
loved you!” St. Augustine
stated. “You were within
me, but I was outside, and
it was there that I searched
for you. In my unloveliness
I plunged into the lovely
things which you created.
You were with me, but I
was not with you. Created
things kept me from you;

Ever Ancient, Ever New | Erika Ditzman
yet if they had not been in
you they would have not
been at all. You called, you
shouted, and you broke
through my deafness. You
flashed, you shone, and
you dispelled my blind-

ness. You breathed your
fragrance on me; I drew
in breath and now I pant
for you. I have tasted you,
now I hunger and thirst for
more. You touched me, and
I burned for your peace.”

St.
Augustine
played an essential role in
the life of St. Norbert and
his followers. He was chosen to guide them throughout their lives with traditional Catholic principles
that are still being upheld
900 years later during the
21st century
The 900th anniversary of the Norbertine Order, founded Oct. 10, 1898,
provides St. Norbert College the opportunity to dig
back in time and remember
their roots, allowing modern-day students and staff
to better understand who
they are and who they are
bound to become in the future.

s
y
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l
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not only seek to potentially
redeem and improve the relationship between first nations of descendants of settlers, but also looks at the
history both groups share
and offer criticism on how
history has been conveyed.
Native nations often seem
invisible in historical and
daily news coverage here
in the United States; these
statements seek to amend
the relationship that has deteriorated due to past mistakes. The overall message
of these statements is one
that conveys equality and
mutual respect. It affirms
the historical memory and
promotes a deeper awareness.
Here at SNC, the indigenous people are recognized
because of their significant

connection to the land on
which the college was built.
SNC is on the ancestral
land of the Menominee nation, which is now formally
recognized through this
Land Acknowledgement
Statement to be sacred and
of historical and cultural
significance. It aids in the
recognition of these indigenous communities and
sovereign Native American
nations’ continuing contribution to the greater community.
The official statement
that was unveiled in Oct. of
2018 is as follows:
“In the spirit of the Norbertine value of stabilitas
loci, a deep commitment
to the local community, we
acknowledge this land as
the ancestral home of the
Menominee nation, which
holds historical, cultural,
and sacred significance

to the community. We acknowledge the living history and contributions of
the indigenous communities that inhabited this land
prior to the establishment
of St. Norbert College, as
well as the sovereign Native American Nations who
continue to contribute to
the flourishing of our communities.” (St. Norbert
College Land Acknowledgement Statement).
These Land Acknowledgement Statements are
being increasingly utilized
within higher education,
including NASPA, ACPA
and countless universities
throughout the country. The
statements are used to initiate public events, and serve
as a reminder to the community for which it is being used for. This is a form
of respect for the First Nations People, the original

caretakers of this land, long
before they were removed
by the federal government.
Many other schools
have been taking similar
steps, such as the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
They have incorporated
an initiative in which they
seek to acknowledge the
history of the Ho-Chunk
nation history of their
land, and launch the beginnings of a journey to share
greater awareness of the
First Nations People within
the state. Wisc. has one of
the largest indigenous nation diversity populations,
with twelve nations in total,
eleven of which are federally recognized.
These Land Acknowledgement Statements are a
step in the right direction
when it comes to acknowledging our shortcomings as
a country and remedy the

News| 3
ties that have been strained
throughout the years. It is
of the utmost importance
to seek a positive relationship with the land’s native
people to better appreciate
the history and understand
the turmoil they have faced
while trying to share their
true story. This statement
constitutes the beginnings
of change here at SNC,
along with clubs like the
Council of Indienous Peoples that started in 2018.
These help recognize and
give voice to a group that
is not heard from as often
or as clearly as others. All
these help better serve the
greater community and better aid the building of respect that we have for the
land-- and world-- around
us.

ITS Brings Wi-Fi to College Houses

GRAEME GALLAGHER | CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Mimosa Device | Graeme Gallagher
Over the summer, the
St. Norbert College Information Technology Services (ITS) department
made some developments
in reaching the campus internet network to college
houses and have plans to
reach many more in the
upcoming semester.
Currently, whenever
students are on campus
they can connect to the
“snc” Wi-Fi, which is in
every building at St. Norbert. This includes every
residence hall, educational
building, and place on the
main campus. The fast fiber internet network of the
college is connected and
maintained through fiber
wires underground. This
means that all of these
buildings have these same
cords running underneath.
However, when a new
building is built on campus, it requires a different
building, already on the
network, to be connected
to it through underground
wires to receive the net-

work as well.
“Say we just built a
brand new building, in order to get them on our network we physically have
to run fiber under the street
and we have to get that fiber
from an existing building
to that new building,” said
Scott Crevier, the director
of user experience at ITS.
An example of this is
with Premontre and Xanden Halls. The building was
not connected to the campus internet until last year
when the college got the fiber wires to those halls.
Unfortunately, the project of digging up trenches
underground in order to
connect wires from building to building becomes
a problem for off-campus
housing options, particularly for college houses.
The cost of undertaking a
process of digging under
streets and parking lots to
reach these houses is too
expensive and hard to arrange, comparatively to
bigger halls such as Pre-

montre and Xanden.
“What if you got a
whole bunch of houses
all around an area? Running a line to every single
one of those is expensive,
especially if you only got
maybe four people in the
house,” explained Crevier.
“Whereas running a cable
line or one of those connections out to Premontre
and Xanden gets dozens of
students that have benefits
with that one line.”
The total cost of
connecting every house has
left many of these houses
out of the campus network.
Without being connected
with the campus, the house
is provided with a package
from Spectrum that is different from being on campus. The house has its own
Wi-Fi, not the fiber from
campus, and its own cable/
TV package. More importantly, any problems that
the house encounters with
the connection must go
through Spectrum and not
the college, which can be
a hassle due to Spectrum’s
customer service reputation. On the other hand, for
buildings connected to the
school network, students
need only to talk to ITS to
get their problems sorted.
However, the ITS department does not want
these students to have to
go through Spectrum, they
want them to be on the

campus network so that
they can help. To help solve
the troublesome dilemma
of underground wires, ITS
has utilized some new technology to help reach these
houses and make the connections a reality. And so
far, the new technology has
already hooked up 10 college houses with on-campus internet.
“For those 10 houses
and for all those students
living in those houses, they
will no longer call Spectrum for internet or TV issues, it’s all through us,”
said Crevier. “Which is
what we want, we want to.”
An example of this
technology utilizes looping
copper wire technology that
supplies campus network
for nine houses near Jacobs
Court, 4th Street and Marsh
Street. Located behind the
library and P6, the Wi-Fi
connection begins at the
small grounds garage in
the back of the parking lot.
Stemming from the garage,
a large loop of copper wiring circles to the nine houses in the area and provides
them with internet. The
one singular line of copper
wire, instead of multiple
lines to each house, saves
money due to its efficiency.
“With that one loop, we
were able to put nine houses on the campus network,”
said Crevier.
The process of digging

the trench and establishing
the wire was easy on facilities for these nine houses
because they were digging
in the backyards of these
houses. However, another
problem arises for other
houses: roads and streets.
“Now we have a road
in the way, you have to go
under the street, you’d have
to get permits from the
city and all that stuff,” explained Crevier.
However, ITS engineers have managed to
avoid that whole problem
entirely with the use of a
new technology called a
Mimosa. The device beams
a Wi-Fi signal through the
air from one point to the
other, bypassing the problem of the street and the
road entirely.
For residents of 413
College Avenue, their internet troubles were solved
with this device. The sending part of the device was
hooked up to the facilities
building across the street
and the receiver was set up
on the house. Taking the
Wi-Fi connection from the
facilities building, the sender shoots the connection
over to the house, which is
received by the other part
of the device.
Now, without the use
of physical and expensive
wires, the college house
is now on the campus network.

Chalk the Talk
KYRA KRONBERG | NEWS CORRESPONDENT

On Sunday, Oct. 13,
students from Equality Project and LGBTQ+
Spectrum Alliance groups
on campus collaborated to
create “Chalk the Talk.”
Chalk the Talk was one
of the first of several events
taking place as a part of
“Coming Out Week.” The
idea was to go to mass wearing either black or rainbow,
and write words of solidarity in chalk in front of Old
St. Joseph Church, protesting the recent announcement that they would no
longer be able to promote
events at mass.
The event was delayed
for half an hour because of
light rain. However, students stayed in Boyle Hall
until the weather cleared
and they could write on the
pavement, which made the
chalk colors all the more
vibrant. When walking
outside, as if it were a sign,

they were met with a rainbow across the fox river.
The students started
chalking and in the meantime were approached with
support from mass attendants, fellow students, and
even faculty walking by.
Eventually, Father Mike
came out and, too, showed
his encouragement.
“I hope that through
this, we get a stronger sense
of community with the LGBTQ+ students as well as
the other students on campus, as well as larger representation across campus,”
said Neale Tracy, ‘21 president of Equality Project.
Afterwards, Equality
Project, Spectrum Alliance,
and friends were all invited
to attend mass.
Coming Out Week
takes place Oct. 11-18 to
celebrate LGBT History
Month and National Coming Out Day.

News |
Chalk the Talk Protest | Erika Ditzman
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OPINION
Small Things That I Hate
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MEET OUR
OPINION
COLUMNISTS:

Jared Gartzke ’21 is an
Economics major from
Freedom, Wis.

Aldo Gonzalez ’22 is a
Computer Science and
Communications double major with a minor
in Theology from Green
Bay, Wis.

Emily Buellesbach ’22
is a Communications
and Media Studies major fom McHenry, Ill.

JARED GARTZKE | OPINION EDITOR

When I was in second
grade, by some mystical
power of the universe, my
schedule for summer school
got messed up and I got put
into a class called “Manners and Politeness.” Out
of all my years in school,
this one class in summer
school may have ended up
being the most influential
on my life. Not because I
am a stand up model citizen who holds doors for the
elderly and smiles at everyone. Admittedly I talk in
a very rude way that a lot
of people find off-putting.
However, I do try and hold
myself to some standards
of manners. In the same
way that we all pay taxes
so that we can all benefit
from things like police and
libraries, I think we benefit
socially from having manners.
For the most part I think
people do a wonderful job
in being polite, but I think
people are definitely losing their grasp of the small
things. While we as a society do a wonderful job of
greeting people and thanking people, I think there

are a lot of situations that
we overlook that have a lot
more of an interest in fixing.
Here are some of the
examples I notice and ones
that I think people in general are quite familiar with.
The first one, and one that
is unbelievably common
on campus, is talking on
the staircase. Presumably
this usually happens when
one person is going downstairs and the other is going
upstairs and they see each
other and strike up a conversation halfway down a
staircase. This is something
I hate because it just puts on
a huge display of a lack of
understanding that you’re
getting in people’s way.
Even worse is that everyone does this: professors,
students and guests. No one
seems to think about this
for some reason, but I certainly notice when staircase
traffic is throttled down to
one lane of traffic. Now the
kid who is running late is
plowing through people because two people decided
to have a conversation in
the middle of the staircase.

Is Water Wet?

Another example that I
have experienced recently
was at the gym. While this
is unbelievably specific, it
really bothered me at the
time. To set up the situation
I was at the gym, and before
I work out I run for a little
bit. On that day I ran a lot
more than usual because I
didn’t really want to workout, so I used running as a
way to procrastinate. About
five minutes into running
someone walks onto the
treadmill next to me. However instead of running,
they start doing stretches on
the treadmill. I run for five
more minutes and move
onto my workout while this
person is still stretching. I
understand wanting to have
a treadmill but wasting
other people’s time because
you are greedy is almost
definitionally rude.
My last example, which
is one I think is universally
agreed upon by everyone
except the people who do
it, is FaceTiming or using
speakerphone in public.
While this one is unbelievably annoying I also find it
very interesting, because

I wonder what it is about
talking to someone on your
phone like that that makes
your voice five times louder
and so enunciated that you
can understand them word
for word in different rooms.
I don’t expect us to live
in a post-rudeness utopia,
but to give a little consideration to the people around
you has more value than
we perceive it does. By no
means should anyone follow my hatred towards
rude people because it really isn’t a very healthy
way of going about people
being impolite. But at the
very least, if you want to
improve yourself to be a
more polite person, my
smallest piece of advice is
to be aware of yourself and
your surroundings. I think
that we have become accustomed to believe that
being polite is only the
things you actively do, like
greeting people or holding
open doors, but it is also the
things that go unnoticed if
you don’t do them, because
I can’t remember the last
time I got mad at someone
for running on a treadmill.

SOPHIA KVAM | OPINION COLUMNIST

Ever since human-kind
first came into existence,
we have been exploring
and discovering new creations while developing
other techniques to help
ourselves along the way.
However, we continue to
overlook the most basic,
yet somewhat estranged
(unfamiliar) mind-boggling
phenomena, even today.
And it’s all come down to
one question: is water wet?
Put simply, no, and
here’s why. Wetness is a
state of being, not a characteristic. For instance, I
would describe my hand
as sticky after submerging it into molasses, but
I would not consider the
same to be true for the time
elapsed when my hand was
completely submerged in
molasses. Another way to
think about this is to come
up with three adjectives to
describe your couch (just
trust me). Is it lumpy, soft,
hard, worn? In order for you
to choose any of these char-

acteristics, you would have
had to experience them on
your couch; meaning that
while you are thinking
about ways to describe your
couch, you are reflecting
back on all of your interactions with it. In water’s
case, you would be describing what you experienced
while you were completely submerged in it. Like
couches, water’s explanation can vary from warm
and enveloping to cold and
numbing. You cannot go
about describing water by
reflecting on things felt via
the part of your body that
was above the water’s surface! Therefore, while parts
of your body can be wet resulting from direct contact
with water, the water itself
cannot be described as wet.
This brings forth another question: what does
it mean to be wet if you
cannot be classified as wet
when you’re actually in the
water? The answer is quite
simple; someone is wet

Is Water Wet? | kiddnation.com

when the water surrounding their skin stays on their
skin once it has breached
the water’s surface. Thus,
contact between water
(H2O) and air (O2) creates
the term wetness.
The next point worth
mentioning is wetness in
degrees. As you may have
noticed, drying off may be
easier at some times than
at others. If you are near
a water bottle, drinking
fountain or other source of
H2O, quickly splash some
onto your skin and watch to
see how quickly it will dry.
If you have a second, keep
your hand (or whole arm if

if you’re really feeling it)
under water for a minute.
You will notice the same
thing happens in terms of
the water droplets visibly
dispersing but that there is
still a coat of water atop
your skin. The reason behind this feat isn’t rocket
science, it is simply because the skin in the second
trial was subjected to water
longer than in the first.
Congratulations! Now
you have an educated response for the next time
some unknowing individual asks you whether water
is wet.

Democratic Politicians Are Ignoring
Their Voters on Abortion
Opinion |

6

ALDO GONZALEZ | OPINION COLUMNIST

All of the commonly
known Democratic faces
(presidential
candidates
and others) appear to believe in zero restrictions
on abortion, including during the second and third
trimesters. In other words,
abortion is fine and good
throughout the entire nine
months of pregnancy. According to The Atlantic:
“When asked during a
Fox News town hall about
when abortion should be
limited, South Bend, Indiana Mayor Pete Buttigieg
said, ‘I trust women to draw
the line.’” Beto O’Rourke,
former Representative of
Texas, when asked what he
thought about third trimester abortions, stated
“That should be a decision that the woman
makes.” Calif. Senator Kamala Harris proudly tweeted out, “I voted NO on a
bill before the Senate that
would have imposed a nationwide 20–week abortion
ban.” Wis. Senator Tammy
Baldwin, when asked in a
debate whether she sup-

ports late-term abortions,
responded: “I support a
woman’s right to choose.”
These politicians’ beliefs are far from what the
American people, including
Democrats, tend to believe.
According to a poll done
in Feb. 2019 by Marist and
Knights of Columbus, 80
percent of Americans say
abortions should not be allowed after three months of
pregnancy. For Democrats,
that number was a whopping 64 percent. Thus, most
Democrats disagree with
second trimester abortions,
let alone third trimester
abortions.
It is also worthy of note
that Democratic politicians
who are pro-life really do
exist; they just happen to be
ignored by most of the party’s leaders. In an aptly titled piece back in May, The
Washington Post reported:
“Louisiana’s Democratic
governor just defied his
party and signed an abortion ban into law.” After he
passed the bill, Governor
John Bel Edwards said, “I

call on the overwhelming
bipartisan majority of legislators who voted for it to
join me in continuing to
build a better Louisiana that
cares for the least among
us and provides more opportunity for everyone,” as
quoted by the Post.
What about taxpayers
directly paying for abortions? The Hyde Amendment is the ban on federal
funding of abortion that
was signed into law back
in 1977. And, as Democrats
For Life of America points
out, it had “the support of
almost half of the Democratic legislators in the U.S.
Congress.” Two significant
changes show how the tide
has changed in the party. In
2016, the Democratic Party
platform announced for the
first time that it was against
Hyde, as mentioned by Politico. A couple of years
later, former vice president and current presidential candidate Joe Biden,
flipped on his decades-long
support for Hyde. Up until
June of this year, Biden was

the only top candidate in
favor of Hyde. But it seems
the pressure from the party’s platform and the other
candidates was too much
for him. Kristen Day, executive director of Democrats
For Life of America, said
they are “extremely disappointed” in Biden’s decision.

wards
democratic-based
new stations this notion
goes both ways. Reporters
on both sides of the partisan
divide spin the words to fit
the narrative that suits their
particular views. This is, at
its core, the modern age of
journalism: everything but

the truth.
With that being said I,
again, stress the importance
of understanding where
your information comes
from and, therefore, how
credible it really is. We are
all guilty, myself included,
of only following and read-

If you’re a Democrat
who is not as extreme as
the party’s leading representatives, this is a call for
you to keep your party accountable. Make sure they
remember to serve voters
in Wis. as well, and not just
those in New York City or
Los Angeles.

Democratic Party | wikipedia.com

Since When Is Reading Believing?
DAYNA ERICKSON | OPINION COLUMNIST

Where we get our information is a question we
all should be asking ourselves, yet we fail to do so.
So, why is it that we tend
to believe everything we
are told? By following this
pattern of blind agreement
you will become somewhat
of a robot when it comes to
any given issue. It is those
who question authority, and
in this case the media, that
are the innovators and leaders of the modern world. I
am not asking you to reject
everything see on the news,
or hear on the radio or read
on the Internet. Of course
not. However, what I am
asking you to do is to factcheck what you are being
told, because, and I know
you are shocked by this, the
media lies. Nevertheless,
by doing so you can be educated enough to have your
own opinions on issues that
actually matter. What those

issues end up being is up to
your interpretation, but at
least now you have the evidence to back up your position. For a college student,
I know this is asking a little
too much, but we are the future of this country. If we
nod our head yes to everything we hear we will make
the same mistakes our predecessors did.
This tactic can be used
in every aspect of your life,
but it is especially true for
that of the media. If you
believe everything you hear
on CNN or Fox News, or
really any media outlet for
that matter, then you are
more naive than people
already think this generation is. President Donald
Trump said it best when
he dubbed “fake news” as
the phrase to represent lies
and misreporting of information by the media. Although he intended it to-

Fox News and CNN Logos | adweek.com

ing what we believe. However, it is time that changed.
As we all know there is always two sides to every
story, and it is our job to
distinguish between what
the media wants us to believe and what we actually
find plausible.

A Commercial We Cannot Ignore

Opinion |
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EMILY BUELLESBACH | OPINION COLUMNIST

In September, a commercial was aired on NBC
called “Back to School.” It
was a video in support of
anti-violence which promoted the campaign “Know
the Signs.” This campaign
is designed for teaching
students and staff how to
see and stop someone who
has violent behavior that
may grow into shootings
or other forms of violence

in schools. Several people
view this video as graphic and difficult to watch.
However, Nicole Hockley,
co-founder of Sandy Hook
Promise, says this commercial was made to motivate
and remind people that this
issue still exists and, therefore, society should not take
their eyes off the screen.
While viewing the commercial for the first time,

my eyes were glued to the
screen in horror: I couldn’t
look away. I couldn’t look
away because of the reality
and truth it holds. Others
believe it is extreme; however, I think it is just hard
for outsiders to see and believe what truly takes place
during these tragedies. In
the video, it starts off like
any other back to school
commercial with kids intro-

“Back to School”Commercial | mic.com

ducing new school supplies
they just got. As the video
progresses, every item
transforms from school
supplies to an item for self
defense. The sneakers help
the boy run away, the girl’s
jacket ties the door handles
together, the skateboard
breaks the window open,
the scissors and colored
pencils are a weapon incase the shooter opens the
door, socks stop the child’s
bleeding and the girl’s new
phone allows her to text her
mom “I love you.”
There
are
several
cringey and pointless back
to school ads promoting
a certain brand of school
supplies. The commercial
Sandy Hook Promise made
advertises an idea, which is
anti-violence, specifically
school shootings. Advertising an idea to prevent
life-threatening
events
from happening is not only
smart, but critical. There
are an abundance of shootings every year, and there
are rarely commercials advertising an idea. I think because this is such an unusual commercial to be openly

aired, people’s first reaction
is shock.
Hockley wants this
commercial to be seen, be
heard and most importantly, prevent and allow an understanding on how one can
see warning signs and prevent violence from growing. There are small steps
to prevention like selling
bulletproof
backpacks
for kids, but this product
sends the wrong message.
It sends the message that
kids must be prepared for
a school shooting. Whereas
the commercial’s goal is to
be aware and educated on
the warning signs leading
up to a school shooting and
how to spread prevention
that way. This commercial
sells an idea which I think
is more effective than selling any kind of product that
secures kids at school. I am
hopeful that people will not
overlook this commercial,
but rather act on it and put
in a hand towards spreading awareness for violence
warning signs.

Saudi Oil Exports Crippled in
Bombings
JIMMY GROOM | OPINION COLUMNIST

Sept. 14 brought the
Middle East further into
political and economic chaos. Houthi Rebels based in
Yemen launched devastating drone strikes on Saudi
Arabian oil facilities. According to Al Jazeera, these
bombings cut oil production
by five percent worldwide.
The Saudi Arabian government has accused Iran for
providing the Houthi rebels
funding, training and technology to be able to carry
out these attacks. Iran has
rejected these claims. Iranian President Hassan Rouhani has ordered all foreign
and trade ships out of the
Gulf of Hormuz, the body
of water that separates Iran
from Saudi Arabia. Nikolay
Kosanov, Associate Professor at Qatar University,

says that Saudi Arabian
oil production and exports
have recovered quickly.
As the economic effects
seem to be dwindling away,
the political effects are here
to stay. Mohammad bin
Salman, Prince of Saudi
Arabia, believes that Iran
has been secretly backing
the Houthi rebels in Yemen.
Yemen and Saudi Arabia are
both on the Arabian Peninsula. Saudi Arabia, a Sunni
Islam country and Iran, a
Shia Islam country, have
been two opposing superpowers of the Arab world.
They have been known to
create proxy wars in countries like Syria, Iraq and
Yemen. The Houthi Rebels
are also a Shia group. Bin
Salman believes that Iran
wants to gain as much pow-

er in the Arabian Peninsula
as possible because it weakens the Saudi’s influence
in their own region. Iran’s
main way of doing this is
by backing the Houthis because they support the same
sect of Islam. Saudi Arabia
is also seriously involved in
the region with their own
air campaign across Yemen.
These airstrikes have killed
thousands of civilians.
It is clear to me that this
struggle for power between
Iran and Saudi Arabia has
gone too far, and it has cost
the lives of thousands of innocent people. Mohammad
bin Salman’s constant accusations of corruption and
violence is counterproductive to any talks of peace
between the countries. It is
also hypocritical because

the Saudi government covered up the murder of Jamal
Khashoggi for months, and
they have killed far more
Yemeni civilians than Iran
ever did. It is unreasonable
for Saudi Arabia to believe
civilians would ally with
them if their Air Force is
killing their people. Iran’s
order for all civilian and
trade ships to leave the Gulf
of Hormuz is what concerns
me the most. This is clearly
a move to prepare for head
to head conflict between the
two countries. If Saudi Arabia and Iran get into a war,
then the power in the region
would completely shift.
Chaos would swallow the
entire Middle East outside
of Israel and Egypt, and
millions of people would
die. At the end of the day,

it is up to world superpowers like the United
States to mediate these
threats to prevent large
wars. I believe that the U.S.
State Department must send
in a group of diplomats to
immediately begin meetings with the two countries
to ease tensions. If the United States could stop another
war in the Middle East, then
the western world would
save billions of dollars in
military intervention along
with the countless lives that
would be lost in this exhausting struggle for power
in the Middle East.
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JOSCELYNN MCKILLIPS | FEATURES COLUMNIST
The Newman Civic
Fellowship is given
out by Campus Compact once a year to students who emphasize
professional and civic
growth. The Newman
Civic Fellowship honors students who try
to show their hopes in
their personal profession and try to solve
public problems.
In 1985, Campus
Compact was founded
by the presidents of
Brown, Georgetown,
Stanford and Frank
Newman, who the fellowship is named after.
Campus Compact is an
organization that works
with more than 1,000
presidents of colleges
and universities that are
devoted to better public
education. The students

who receive this award
have been recognized
by their school’s president for outstanding
merit and their ability
to represent their generation as civic leaders.
Ruthie Tucker ’22
from Keshena, Wis.,
received this award this
past year for showing
leadership and dedication to solving problems around the world.
Ruthie is majoring in
elementary education
and minoring in art at
St. Norbert. She is one
of 262 students who
were awarded this fellowship. With passions
of empowering Native American students
through
education,
Ruthie has great goals
ahead of her.
Ruthie grew up on

the Menominee reservation and hopes to
make Native voices
heard. With this hope
of hers, she decided to
form the “Council of Indigenous Peoples” here
at St. Norbert College.
This council opens up
for discussion, action
and friendship regarding Indigenous People.
Ruthie is working to
make education available for Indigeous
People in hopes that
they can start to receive
higher education and
diminish stereotypes.
“Ruthie grew up on
the Menominee reservation and knows the
challenges that come
with being Native
American. She wishes
to reach out to tribes
across Wisconsin to

share her story and inspire young students to
reach their fullest potential,” said President
Bruess.
Receiving this fellowship opens the door
for exclusive scholar-

ships and post graduate
opportunities. To get
nominated, President
Bruess has to see the
potential for public
leadership in your
actions at St. Norbert
College and beyond.

Ruthie Tucker | compact.org

Midterm Scaries: The Best Ways to Study
EMMA SIPIORA | FEATURES EDITOR

It is a scary and
spooky time of year,
midterm season! Exams bring about their
own kind of fear and
horror, with late nights
and seemingly endless
studying.
However,
there are ways to take

the stress out of studying and ace all your exams.
The location you are
studying in matters! If
you always study in the
basement of the library,
but are finding it hard to
concentrate, try out the

third floor of the library
or the campus center.
Both of these study
spaces have comfy
chairs or tables to sit at.
Change up your study
location and you might
find yourself feeling
more motivated.

Campus Center
Third Floor Reflection Lounge |
snc.edu

Try studying in a
new way. Some people
like to use flashcards ,
while others write everything over and over
again. Break out of
your old routine and try
something new. Instead
of using Quizlet, try reciting information out
loud. Try studying with
another person. When
you discuss class material out loud together,
you retain the information better! You never
know what might work
for you.
Set up a study schedule. It is important to
not let yourself be overwhelmed by the many
tasks on your plate. Set
up days and times for
when you will study
or complete homework

for each subject. Include study breaks for a
quick snack or time to
go get some coffee and
recharge.
Perhaps the most important tip of all, do not
forget to sleep! While it
may seem like the only
way to get in as much
studying as possible is
to stay up really late or
get up really early, it’s
not the most efficient
way to get things done.
You may feel like you
are retaining information, but your mind has
limits.
The morning of
your midterm eat a full
breakfast and review
your study guide. It is
good to refresh your
memory the morning

Features |

Fun Fall Activities Around De Pere
CRYSTAL SCHUSTER | FEATURES COLUMNIST

Whether you’re an
avid pumpkin picker,
haunted house aficionado or corn maze extraordinaire, De Pere
has plenty of fall festivities that will be sure
to turn your spooky
season into a ghoulish
time.
For the thrill seekers and terror tempters, Wisconsin’s Burial Chamber Haunted
House Complex, located off of Hwy 41
in Neenah, includes
haunted houses, mazes,
wooded trails, scream
parks and a burial
chamber simulating being buried alive.
Looking for some
festivities that don’t
involve a scare? For
the apple enthusiasts:
Apple Valley Orchard,
located at 1670 Mar-El
Rd, De Pere, is a great
place for a sweet treat
and those fall pictures
with friends.
Autumn
decorations are another great
way to celebrate the
turn of the seasons, and
the local high school
has just the solution
to help spice up your
dorm room: West DePere High School, 665
Grant St, is hosting a
craft fair on Saturday,
Oct. 19 from 9:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m.
If pumpkins and a
bit of history are more
your style, head to the

National Railroad Museum on Saturday, Oct.
12 or 19, and take a ride
on the Great Pumpkin
Train to find that special pumpkin to take
home from the pumpkin patch. Additionally,
you can enjoy live entertainment, crafts and
games inside the museum.
Even if you’re looking for some more relaxed festive activities,
there are plenty of ways
to embrace your inner
autumn that doesn’t involve spending money
or leaving campus. If
you’re not a fan of the
cooler
temperatures
and changing scenery,
have no fear! Sipping
pumpkin spice lattes
or eating a whole bag
of candy corn, cooking up some delectable
fall favorites like cinnamon treats or carmel
apples, getting a group
of friends together for a
fall photoshoot or simply curling up with a
good book are all fun
ways to embrace the
spirit of autumn without breaking the budget. So get your flannels, embrace that crisp
air and all the changing
colors, and get your
spooky socks ready, because there are plenty
of opportunities for everyone to to turn over a
new leaf and enjoy the
season. Happy Fall!

Burial Chamber Haunted House Complex | burialchamber.org

Apple Picking | bestthingswi.com

Pumpkin | clipart.info
The Great Pumpkin Train | fox11online.com
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Student Spotlight
Madelyn Glosny ’22 | Theatre at SNC
INTERVIEW CONDUCTED BY HEIDI SWANSON | ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Major(s): Communication/Media Studies and Integrative Studies
Minor: Theater Studies
Why did you choose SNC?:
I chose SNC because I fell in love with the liberal arts education aspect and the campus was the perfect size
for me. I feel very fortunate that we have a good student to professor ratio and that we can actually get to
know our professors on a personal level. I wouldn’t have that at a bigger school.
How did you get involved with theatre here on campus?
My first semester here, I took a theatre class because I was interested in pursuing theater. From there, I
continued to dive deeper into theater and I auditioned for anything I could. I was excited to be a part of
the musical, put on by the Knight Theatre group here. That was my first experience being on stage in a
production at SNC.
What were you most excited about for “Little Women”?
My favorite part about “Little Women” was being a part of such an amazing and diverse cast. Every single
one of us got along, which is sometimes rare in the theatere world. We thrived off of making jokes and
pushing each other outside of our comfort zones. Oh, and I had to speak with an Irish accent for my part
as Hannah, the maid/housekeeper. That was amazing and something I’ve never had to do before in a production. The cast, production team and crew were extremely supportive of me and never laughed when I
made a mistake.

What are you most proud about from this production?
I was proud of everyone who played a part in this production. We all worked diligently to bring Louisa May Alcott’s beloved novel to life. Sometimes
people have high expectations for stories that are well-known, and this version of “Little Women” was quite slightly different from the original storyline, but we heard a lot of great feedback from audience members. My proudest moments were during every single show and rehearsal before hand. I
loved watching the others grow. We certainly didn’t start out the same way we finished, as no production ever does. It made me so proud to see how
much we improved. There was great chemistry from the very beginning, even during our cold-read auditions, and things happened the way they did
for a reason.
Why is theatre important? What does theater bring to the SNC campus?
Theatre to me is a way of gaining empathy. I learn so much about how to put myself in others’ shoes and to see the world through their eyes. Theatre has
also helped me in the professional world as well, because you have to be able to take criticism and keep an open mind. “Little Women” was not put on
by SNC; instead it was put on by Evergreen Productions, who rents the Webb Theatre for all of their shows. Theatre in general, whether it’s through the
theatre department of SNC or another company, brings a lot of diversity to the stage. It captures the audience members’ attention and allows for them to
escape into the world of the characters for a little while as well as maintaining a balance of fictionality and reality at the same time. SNC being a very
liberal campus is the perfect place for directors to bring their productions and for actors and actresses to bring to life unique characters--especially the
ones that may not have been allowed in high schools.
If you could do any play, what would it be and why?
I don’t have a specific play in mind, but I do have some friends who are working on scripts right now. It would be a huge honor to be cast by them and
be part of something they poured their heart into. I just hope I will be able to do their work justice.
What fictional character would you most like to meet in real life?
I am a huge book worm and love diving into the mind of other characters. I don’t think I could pick just one fictional character to meet, but if I had to,
I’d say America Singer from “The Selection.” That series of books is one of my absolute favorites, and America not only kicks butt by being independent and strong-willed, but also because she reminds me of myself and is super relatable. She also has red hair, and that is very near and dear to my
heart.

Word Search

Did You Know???
Fall Facts

1. Americans typically refer to this time of year as “fall,” while the British
use the word “autumn.”
2. Leaves change their wardrobes in response to chilly temperatures and less
light (as days begin to shorten); they stop producing chlorophyll, the green
pigment that helps leaves capture sunlight to power photosynthesis. As green
fades, the leave’s other pigments, such as the orange and yellow of carotenoids shine through. Vibrant red hues are the result of anthocyanins, pigments that are produced in the fall.
3. Pumpkin spice has nothing to do with pumpkins; pumpkin spice is actually
the spice mix used for pumpkin pies. It is made from 3 tablespoons ground
cinnamon, 2 teaspoons ground ginger, 2 teaspoons ground nutmeg, 1 ½ teaspoons ground allspice and 1 ½ teaspoons ground cloves. You can make it at
home or buy it pre-mixed at the grocery store.
1. onecountry.com 2. Justfunfacts.com 3. onecountry.com
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My Current Top Four Songs
ANNA VANSEVEREN | ENTERTAINMENT COLUMNIST

4. “Wave(s)” by Lewis
Del Mar
I love everything about
this song. Everything. The
opening fifteen seconds had
me hooked right away with
the interesting guitar line. I
also appreciate the reference
in the second verse to “The
Odyssey.” I love Lewis Del
Mar because they always put
a unique spin on something
simple. When I listened to
their music for the first time, I
always thought I knew where
the song was going, but I was
never right. I really appreciate
their ability to change things
up.
Favorite lyric: “Freedom ain’t it frightening / Like
swimming in the lightning /
Deadly but delighting”
3. “Sounds Like Hallelujah” by The Head and the
Heart
Yes, I realize this song is
not new, but it’s new to me. I
love The Head and the Heart;
I hadn’t heard this song until
recently, but it has quickly

become my favorite song
by them. I find this song really instrumentally interesting
with the different key changes. At first listen, it seems really odd, but I love it the more
I listen to it. As with most of
their songs, the harmonies are
incredible, especially in the
last chorus. I definitely prefer The Head and the Heart’s
older music to their newer
music, so it was really cool to
discover this older song that I
really, really love.
Favorite lyric: “Momma
don’t put no gun in my hand / I
don’t wanna end up like these
men”
2. “Location Unknown
- Brooklyn Session” by
HONNE
Lyrically, this song is fairly simple and not very deep,
but the meaning comes from
the two voices. I don’t think
I’d love this song as much
if it weren’t a duet. I fell in
love with this song as soon
as I heard it, and I’ve been
listening to it non-stop ever

since then. I prefer the Brooklyn Session version to the
original version because the
stripped back nature of this
version allows the voices of
the two singers to really come
through. I think there’s some
unnecessary instrumentals in
the original version that take
away from the song. This version, however, is pretty perfect. Also, the story behind
this song is really interesting,
so if you watch the YouTube
video of this version, read the
comments. Excuse me while I
go learn the piano part of this
song.
Favorite lyric: “I wish
I knew where I was ‘cause I
don’t have a clue / I just need
to work out some way of getting me to you”
1. “Love You Less” by
Kevin Garrett
Honestly, this entire list
could be Kevin Garrett songs.
I’ve been listening to his album “Hoax” non-stop for the
last two weeks, and I highly
recommend it. “Love You

Less” is my current favorite from “Hoax” because of
how simple the instrumental
is. The simplicity of the guitar really allows for the lyrics to shine through, and it’s
also really easy to hear how
great Kevin Garrett’s voice is
without being overshadowed
by instrumentals. I love the
contrast of this song with the
other ones on the album be-
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cause it’s a lot more stripped
back and acoustic sounding.
When listening to the whole
album, it becomes apparent how much musical range
Kevin Garrett has.
Favorite lyric: “I got your
silhouette, painted around
my head / If I said I love you
less, they’ll never know what
I meant”

“Hoax” Cover Art | youtube.com

Spider-Man Returns: Disney and Sony Reach New Deal
HEIDI SWANSON | ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
After weeks of a standoff between Disney and
Sony about their deal over
Spider-Man, the two companies reached an agreement.
Thankfully, the third movie of
the “Spider-Man” trilogy will
premiere July 16, 2021. In addition to his own solo movie,
Peter Parker will return to the
MCU.
In a statement on Sept.
25, the companies announced
Kevin Feige, president of
Marvel Studios, will be back
to produce the movie, as well
as Amy Pascal from Pascal
pictures.
“I am thrilled that Spidey’s journey in the MCU
will continue, and I and all of
us at Marvel Studios are very
excited that we get to keep
working on it. Spider-Man is a
powerful icon and hero whose
story crosses all ages and audiences around the globe. He
also happens to be the only
hero with the superpower to
cross cinematic universes, so
as Sony continues to develop
their own Spidey-verse you
never know what surprises
the future might hold,” Feige
said.
“This is terrific. Peter
Parker’s story took a dramatic
turn in “Far From Home” and
I could not be happier we will
all be working together as we
see where his journey goes,”
Pascal said. “This has been

a winning partnership for the
studios, the franchise and the
fans and I’m overjoyed it will
continue,” Pascal added.
Since this announcement,
news broke that Tom Holland played a big part in the
reconciliation between Marvel and Sony. The actor, who
has appeared in five Marvel
movies as Peter Parker, met
with Bob Iger, Disney CEO
and Tim Rothman, Sony film
chairman, to convince the
two to reach a deal. In an interview with Jimmy Kimmel,
Bob Iger said of Holland’s appeal:
“I felt for him and it was
clear that the fans wanted all
this to happen. So, after I got
off the phone with him I made
a couple of phone calls to our
team at Disney studios. And
then, I decided to call the head
of Sony. And I said, ‘We’ve
got to figure out a way to get
this done. For Tom, and for
the fans. Sometimes companies when they’re negotiating
or people when they’re negotiating with one another, they
kind of forget that there are
other folks out there that actually matter.’”
We will probably never
know exactly what happened
in this meeting, but we do
know one thing: it worked.
Parker (and Holland) will remain in the MCU. The specifics of the deal were not re-

leased, but we know that there
will be one more solo Spiderman film and one more MCU
film with Spiderman. This
may be a cameo, but there
are also rumors that Spiderman and Deadpool will team
up. After those two movies,
the two companies must once
again make a deal; this will
happen sometime after the
third solo film, around 2021.
Honestly I was never really worried that the two companies would not reach an
agreement. Spider-Man is just
too important to the future of
the MCU. With so many of
the original Avengers gone–
with Tony Stark and Natasha
Romanoff dead, and Steve
Rogers acting out of character
and going back to live out a
past life– Peter Parker is one
of the leaders of the upcoming
Marvel movies, in addition
to Carol Danvers (Captain
Marvel) and T’Challa (Black
Panther. The future of Marvel
would not make sense without
Peter Parker, so I’m not sure
what Disney would have done
without him. Likewise, Sony
needs to be able to talk about
the MCU in the Spider-Man
movies; if the two companies had not made a deal, the
movies would not be able to
mention the Avengers. Similar to Disney, the upcoming
Spider-Man films would not
make sense without the other

Avengers. This is obvious,
given that the past two movies
have centered around Parker’s
relationship with Tony Stark
and his involvement with the
Avengers. This deal benefited
both companies, so Disney
and Sony had to figure something out. One conspiracy theory I have is that this was all

done as a publicity stunt. Do I
know if that’s true or has any
actual facts to back that up?
No, but that’s why it’s a conspiracy theory. The only valuable information, though, that
comes from this deal is that
there will indeed be a third
movie, fortunately.

Yout Friendly Neighborhood Spiderman | usatoday.com
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Gender Inequality in Film Criticism
HEIDI SWANSON | ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
A study done by Dr. Marder inequality within reviews.
tha M. Lauzen, Ph.D. called
“I went deep, deep, deep,
“Thumbs Down: Film Critics
deep into Rotten Tomatoes,
and Gender, and Why It Matand I counted how many conters” confirmed that male film
tributors there were — critcritics still monopolize the
ics and bloggers and writers.
industry. “Thumbs Down” is
And of those allowed to rate
the longest-running study of
on the Tomatometer, there are
women’s representation in
168 women. And I thought,
film reviews. Its most recent
‘that’s absolutely fantastic.’
iteration found that of all critAnd then, if there were 168
ics in print, broadcast and
men, it would be balanced. If
online outlets in the U.S., 66
there were 268 men, it would
percent were male while 34
be unfair but I’d get used to
percent were women.
it. If there were 368, 468,
“Male film critics outnumber
568. ... Actually there are 760
female critics by almost 2-1,
men who weigh in on the Toand continue to dominate
matometer. The word isn’t
the conversation about film
‘disheartening,’ it’s ‘infuriatacross every type of media
ing.’ I submit to you that men
outlet and about every film
and women are not the same.
genre,” Dr. Lauzen said in an
They like different things.
official statement.
Sometimes they like the same
“In this gender myopic
things, but their tastes dimovie world, not only do
verge. If the Tomatometer is
men comprise the majority
slided so completely to one
of our filmmakers, they are
set of tastes, that drives box
also more likely to have the
office in the U.S., absolutely.”
last word on the quality of our
Streep’s words are echoed
films.”
in the “Thumbs Down” study.
Why is this a bad thing,
It found that men write the
you ask? Just listen to Meryl
majority of reviews for major
Streep, who, with 21 Oscar
movie genres; reviews written
nominations, probably knows
by men made 72 percent of all
what she’s talking about.
reviews of action movies, 69
In 2015, Streep berated
percent of sci-fi movies, 68
Rotten Tomatoes for its genpercent of dramas, 67 percent

for major movie genres; reviews written by men made
72 percent of all reviews of
action movies, 69 percent of
sci-fi movies, 68 percent of
dramas, 67 percent of horror movies and 60 percent of
comedies. Women still review
films made by other women,
which adds to the inequality.
“These gender imbalances matter because they
impact the visibility films
with female protagonists and
women directors receive, as
well as the nature of reviews.
This research expands our understanding of how reviews
written by female critics differ
from those written by men,”
Dr. Lauzen said.
The study also found
that women are more likely
to mention the name of the
woman directing a film, with
31 percent mentioning a name
while only 16 percent of men
did.
According to Dr. Lauzen,
this number negatively affects
women directors because
“The positive discussion of
a filmmaker’s previous work
helps establish the filmography positions that filmmaker s
previous work helps establish
the experience of that director.

Upcoming Artist: Sigrid
SOPHIA SORENSON | ENTERTAINMENT COLUMNIST
22 year old Norweigan
singer and songwriter Sigrid, is from the small town
of Ålesund on the west coast
of Norway. She grew up
having a love for music and
was influenced by Adele,
Florence+the Machine, Joni
Mitchell and Neil Young. At a
young age her parents pushed
her to learn piano and at 10
years old her brother named
Tellef taught her guitar.
She brings to the industry
a sincere, anthemic, vibrant,
dance pop vibe tied with powerful vocals. She released her
debut song at 16 years old,
“Sun,” in 2013, but didn’t hit
it big until a couple years later with the single “Don’t Kill
My Vibe.” Later she won the
BBC Music Sound of 2018,
and her debut album hit number one on Norweigan charts.
She infused Scandivian pop
into her latest 2019 debut EP
“Sucker Punch.” The album
consists of 12 tracks, but five
were released prior to the album itself.
Sigrid avoids overly
complicated metaphors and
obsolete terms in her songs.
One of her songs, “Don’t
Feel Like Crying,” takes
an optimistic approach to a
not so enjoyable situation, a
break up. She doesn’t dwell

A glowing mention of a director’s filmography positions
that filmmaker as a quantity
with a respected track record,
and provides a positive context for the current film under
review.”
In a study done by USC’s
Annenberg Inclusion Initiative, researchers found that
only 22.2 percent of reviews
for the top-grossing films of
2017 were by women, and
only 18 percent of reviews
were made by people of
color (which is a whole other
topic). If men make up the
majority of people reviewing movies, then men control
which movies get box office
buzz.

The same goes for
awards. Men control which
films receive awards. In the
Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences (the voting
body for the Oscars), women
make up 31 percent of its
members, and only 18 percent
are people of color. That
means the winning films are
mostly chosen by white men.
Because of the controversy of
past years and #OscarsSoWhite, the Academy has worked
to rectify the inequality; in
2018, the list of new invitees
was made up of 49 percent
women and 38 percent people
of color. There are advancements, but we still need more
change.
Dr. Martha M. Lauzen | awfj.org

Upcoming
Upcoming Events
Events
*For more details, contact the Ticket Office at (920) 403-3950 or
visit snc.edu/tickets

10/18		

Autumnal Choral Concert 2019
St. Norbert Abbey @7:30

10/19		
Faculty Artist Series: Dr. Christopher 		
		Cramer, guitar
		Dudley Birder Hall @2
10/21		
Guest Artist Series: Dr. Roger McVey,
		piano
		Dudley Birder Hall @7:30
10/25		
All Saints and Veterans Day Concert 		
		and After Glow
		Hall of Fine Arts -Walter Theatre @7
		

Sigrid | officialcharts.com

on the situation, instead taking
a positive approach stating,
“wallowing in it would be just
a waste.” Her break out single
“Don’t Kill My Vibe” attacks
the issue of women being marginalized in the music industry, becoming an inspirational
feminist anthem. These songs
show off raw parts of Sigrid’s
vocals. Sigrid is relatable and
resilient to every woman getting tripped up overthinking
a romantic moment, battling
stage fright or overcoming a
tough break up. She previously toured with Maroon 5 in
Europe and was a supporting
act for Geroge Ezra across the
United Kingdom.
Sigrid is currently conquering her first North American tour stopping in Madison, Wis. She has a natural

presence on stage repping a
quirky, edgy, fashion sense.
Sigrid will continue her tour
ending it on Oct. 12 in Austin, Texas. She will be starting
her European tour on Oct. 19
in Trondheim, Norway. Sigrid
is an artist to watch out for
because she is different than
pretty much any artist coming into the pop industry. Her
single “Don’t Kill My Vibe”
got the nod of approval from
anyone from Lorde to 70’s
legend Elton John. She was
fought over by many record
labels but she settled upon
Island Records. Sigrid has a
very bright future ahead of
her paving the way to becoming one of the biggest artists
in the pop industry today.
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Movies in Theaters
“The Addams Family”
“Joker”
“Abominable”
“Gemini Man”
“Hustlers”

Upcoming Movies
“Maleficent: Mistress of Evil” Oct. 18
“Zombieland: Double Tap” Oct. 18
“The Lighthouse” Oct. 18
“Jojo Rabbit” Oct. 18

Entertainment |

Junk Drawer: Worst T.V. Show Finale

13

Warning: Spoilers Ahead

Rebecca: “Alaskan Bush People”
The season finale of a show, or any series for that matter, is meant to tie up any loose ends. To end
the major problems that the season brought up. This way, the viewer has some resolve in things that
happened before new problems arise. If it’s the last episode entirely, then resolution of problems
becomes even more important. One show I watch quite often is “Alaskan Bush People.” The way
they ended the previous season did not provide any air of closure. A few episodes in, the season just
up and ended. I’m still unsure of why this was the case. Luckily enough, though, this was not to be
the last season as they continue to work on some of the previous seasons problems along with some
newly arisen ones.

“Alaskan Bush People” Poster | imbd.com
Anna: “Veep”
I think I might be in the minority on this one. The finale of “Veep” is definitely not like the finale
of “Lost” where there are lots and lots of people who hate it. The problem I have with the finale
of “Veep” is the amount of time they tried to cover in one episode. Was that huge time jump really
necessary? I feel that it would’ve been beneficial to show more of Selena as president because that’s
really what the entire series was leading up to. Again, I know a lot of people really loved this finale,
so don’t just take my word for it, but it was a really odd way to end the series in my opinion.

“Veep” Poster | amazon.com

Heidi: “Lost”
I know, I know, it’s very surprising that I didn’t take this as yet another opportunity to complain
about “Game of Thrones.” But the problem with the last season of this epic show was not just the
finale; it was every part of episodes three through six. I did have a hard time deciding, especially
given how bad some finales are, like “How I Met Your Mother.” However, I eventually settled on
“Lost” because it lessened the meaning of previous seasons and also just didn’t make any sense.
Finally, you have worked up to the end of an extremely popular, thought provoking show, and all
you can come up with is “They were dead the whole time?!” Come on, be a little more creative.
The finale of “Lost” just confused me. It seemed like a way for the writers to easily answer questions of the show, like how they time traveled or what the smoke was, because they could just say
all of the characters were dead. It was an easy out, and a finale should not be an easy out.
“Lost” Poster | imbd.com

Book Review: “The Fallen and Leviathan”

REBECCA JACQUES | ENTERTAINMENT COLUMNIST
A lot of us ponder on the
different.
question of what it would be
The book begins on the
like to have some special abilmain character, Aaron’s, 18th
ity, some supernatural power
birthday, on which he begins
that sets us apart from the rest
to hear strange voices in his
of humanity. With various
head and convinces himself
movies and books out there
that he’s ultimately going inlike the Percy Jackson novsane. The thought of which,
els or the countless superhero
however, is difficult for him
movies like that of “Batman,”
to share with anyone as he’s
“Doctor Who” and all the othtraveled from one foster home
er Marvel and Avengers movto the next. As if going inies, it is not difficult to picture
sane and being unable to trust
what it would be like.
anyone isn’t enough, why not
While the supernatuadd in some mysterious man
ral can always be described
that begins following Aaron
through different lenses and
around? All he has to go on
authors, one common theme
now is a troubled past, new
is the battle between the
powers and a message from
dark and the light. Forces of
the mystery man. The mesgood and evil are always put
sage explains that that as the
against one another. The book
son of a mortal and an angel,
“The Fallen and Leviathan,”
Aaron has been chosen to reby Thomas Sniegoski, is no
deem the fallen. As crazy as

all this is, Aaron is thrown
into a lot as dark powers are
both gaining in strength and
determined to destroy him.
I found this story to be
page-turning as once I started, I hardly wanted to put it
down. The prologue in itself
was quite entertaining and had
me hooked to continue with
the story. The author does
an amazing job at describing
what is going on throughout
the whole book. Along with
that, I find that there is a good
build-up of anticipation and
wonder as to what could happen next. One thing I found
to be interesting is the setup
of the books itself. The first
two books of the series each
have two different stories in
it. This book, for example, has
both “The Fallen” and “Levia-

than.” While I have yet to read
“Leviathan,” I wonder if there
is some deeper reason behind
them doing this.
Overall, this was a very
good read. While my thoughts
on the series as a whole may

change as I read “Aerie amd
Reckoning,” “End of Days,”
“Forsaken” and “Armageddon,” I would rate the entrance into the series as four
out of five stars.

Covers of “The Fallen” Series | arousell.com

SPORTS
Knights Run Past Ripon in MWC Win

Wednesday, October 16, 2019
Editor: Graeme Gallagher
sntimes.wordpress.com/sports | 14

GRAEME GALLAGHER | SPORTS EDITOR

St. Norbert got off to a
good start in Midwest Conference play on Saturday
as the team traveled to Ripon and defeated the Red
Hawks 24-6.
In an extremely windy
affair that proved to be a
factor throughout the game,
both teams focused on applying the run game. However, the Green Knights got
the upperhand and dominated behind the strength of
Nate Ihlenfeldt ’22 and the
St. Norbert run defense.
The two colleges have
been playing each other
since 1919 and the game on
Saturday marked the 43rd
career matchup between
the two.
St. Norbert received the
ball to begin play and was
quickly stopped on three
plays by the Ripon run defense. Due to the wind, the
St. Norbert punt hung up
in the air and set up great
field position for the Red
Hawks’ first drive. After a
couple of stops on runs by
the St. Norbert defensive
line, Ripon set up for a 46yard field goal and nailed it
to grab the early 3-0 lead in
the first quarter.
The Green Knights
were unable to answer
back in their second possession, but after a stop by
the defense, Nate Ihlenfeldt ’22 quickly gave the
Knights the lead. After getting a first down, Ihlenfeldt
found a hole and cut to the
left side, busting out a 56yard touchdown run to give
the Knights a 7-3 lead at the
end of the first quarter.
With the wind blowing
against Ripon in the second quarter, the Red Hawks

opted to go for a fourth
down conversion instead
of trying for the field goal.
However, Blake Olejniczak
’20 snuffed out the run and
tackled the quarterback for
a loss to give the Knights
the ball back.
After a huge 34-yard
pass over the defense from
Gage McClanahan ’20 to
Mark Molitor ’20, St. Norbert was poised to increase
their lead. However, the
field goal attempt from
Danny Simon ’23 nailed
the bottom crossbar of the
field goal posts and was no
good.
Both teams went back
and forth with defensive
stops, but it was the wind
that benefited Ripon with
a break. A punt by the Red
Hawks was held up by the
wind and fell out of the
reach of the SNC returner.
As the ball hit the ground,
it spun backwards and
glanced off the leg of a St.
Norbert blocker, and thenwas recovered by Ripon at
the SNC 49-yard line.
Looking to possibly
take the lead, the Ripon
quarterback passed for a
first down and then looked
for the touchdown in the
next play, but was picked
off by Kevin Pedersen ’21
to stop the threat. With just
over a minute to play in the
half, a trick play by St. Norbert had Matt Galanopoulos
’21 recieve a pitch in the
back-field and then chuck
the ball 34 yards to Molitor
to put SNC at the Ripon 25yard line. After a controversial play that was almost a
fumble, St. Norbert settled
for a field goal to put them

St. Norbert vs. Ripon | SNC Football Twitter

up 10-3 at the half.
After being stopped
constantly by the St. Norbert defense through the
middle, the Red Hawks decided to start pitching it to
the outside to begin the second half. Runs to the right
and left side set up multiple
first downs for Ripon and
got them deep into St. Norbert territory. However, the
Green Knights adjusted and
kept the lead by limiting
the opposition to just a field
goal.
Both defenses held
their ground for the rest of
the third quarter, with both
trading punts and defensive
stops. However, the tides
shifted toward the Green
Knights in the first play in
the fourth quarter. After a
pitch play to the Ripon running back, St. Norbert line-

backers laid on some hard
hits that forced a fumble
that was recovered by the
Green Knights.
Continuing his impressive game, Ihlenfeldt ran
for his second touchdown
of the game as he tiptoed
his way through the middle
of the Ripon defense and
into the endzone to make it
17-6.
Ihlenfeldt quickly got
the ball back into his hands
after another defensive stop
and continued to run right
through the Red Hawk defense. Four straight runs
resulted in first downs
for Ihlenfeldt and then he
capped it off with a 11-yard
touchdown run to secure
the Green Knight victory
24-6.
Carrying the St. Norbert
offense, Nate Ihlenfeldt fin-

ished with 241 yards with
three touchdowns. Gage
McClanahan threw 6-12 for
79 yards and Mark Molitor
led the receiving core with
two catches for 71 yards.
The Green Knight defense held the Red Hawks
to 232 yards rushing on
50 attempts. The team as a
whole tallied seven tackles
for loss and had two interceptions. Macabee Barrett
’21 led the Knights with 13
total tackles on the day.
With the win, St. Norbert starts their Midwest
Conference campaign at
1-0 and improves their
overall record to 2-2. The
Green Knights will continue MWC play at home
for their homecoming game
against Beloit College on
Saturday, Oct. 19 at 1:00
p.m.

close behind with three.
The Green Knights, however, were rewarded more
fouls than Whitewater 8-6.
In the second half, the
Green Knights managed to
get out of the stalemate at
the 69 minute mark. Mitchell Scholz ’22, passed the
ball across the crease to
Seth Boldt ’21, who found
the back of the net for the
game winner and his 11th
goal of the season. The second half’s goal reflected the

team’s efforts as they made
nine attempts at goal for the
half. There was one caution
awarded in the second half
to Lucas Rojas ’22 from the
Green Knights.
The Green Knights
were successful because
they used open space on
the field and refrained from
bunching. The team demonstrated proficient ballhandling skills, using the
head and torso to help control the ball.

Goalkeeper
Josh
Koleske ’20 made four
saves in maintaining the
clean sheet. Additionally,
the Knights edged the Warhawks 6-3 in corner kicks.
The Green Knights will
return to Schneider Stadium to play Midwest Conference rivals Illinois College and Grinnell College
on Oct. 19 and 20.

Men’s Soccer Shutout Whitewater
SARA DILLON | SPORTS COLUMNIST

On Wednesday Oct.
9, St. Norbert Men’s Soccer faced off against the
Whitewater Warhawks for
the Men’s Soccer team’s
13th game of the season.
In a low scoring affair, the
Knights broke through in
the 69th minute and captured the victory 1-0.
On paper the game
looked to be competitive
as Whitewater was ranked
fourth and St. Norbert was
fifth in the North Region in

the United Soccer Coaches’
NCAA Division III rankings.
Whitewater won the
kickoff coin flip for the
first half, however, the two
teams were evenly matched
in the first 45 minutes.
Control of the ball and possession spent on opposing sides of the field were
about equal for both teams,
however, St. Norbert had
the edge on shots with four
attempts with Whitewater

Baseball Postseason: </3 Everywhere

Sports |
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GRAEME GALLAGHER | SPORTS EDITOR

The 2019 Major League
Baseball postseason is in
full swing and yikes, there
has been (already) so many
heartbreaks for fans. Here’s
a recap if you are unaware:
First, there are the
Brewers. It was an incredible, almost improbable, run
for them to even get into the
postseason. When Christian
Yelich got hurt on September 10th, the Brew Crew’s
chances were looking bleak.
They were five games out of
the division and a game out
of the wild card behind the
Cubs. However, with Yelich
being the main producer on
offense and the Cubs seeming that they would roll on
ahead, the season was looking quite dim. However, it
all turned on its heels. The
team started winning, and
winning, and winning some
more. The Cubs fell apart
and, to an extent, so did the
Cardinals. A magical end of
the season culminated in the
Brewers clinching a wild
card spot and squaring off
against the Nationals. Now
here’s the kicker. The Brewers were in a spot during that
game that did not require
magic. They were up 3-1
in the 8th inning with Josh
Hader pitching. If you told
every Brewer fan that this
would be the scenario heading into the game, then almost all of them would feel
confident. Yet, it all came
crashing down. A single that
would have scored two runs
got booted by the rookie
right fielder and three runs
scored. The Brewers could
not make a come back and
lose 4-3. Coincidentally, it
is now the Nationals who
are in the NLCS. First </3.
Second, the Oakland
Athletics. Now keep in
mind that the A’s are my
favorite team (yes, I know
that it is weird), so this has
some extra pain for me to
write. But the A’s battled all
season and somehow, with
the shaky bullpen and reliance on home runs, finished
with another 97-win season. Flashback to last year,
the A’s clinched a wild card
berth, but were deflated
by the Yankees in the onegame playoff. Yet, there was
hope this year when the A’s
clinched the first wild-card
position and got to play at
home. Fans packed the coli

seum for a world-record
attendance and expected to
see some fireworks. However, in their last road trip,
the A’s were an astonishing
(and also kind of impressive) 2-41 with runners in
scoring position. Praying
that this skid would end
with a couple of days rest,
A’s fans were hopeful the
team could win the wild
card game to play the Astros. To their dismay, nothing, and I mean, nothing
changed for the A’s. Oakland gave up home run,
after home run, after home
run, while the offense could
only muster one run, albeit
an unearned run. With the
hashtag of “#BASHthletics,” ironically, the A’s were
the ones who got bashed on.
A’s fans suffered through a
game where they had no
chance from start to finish,
and all of a sudden it was
the offseason. </3 number
two.
Now, let’s talk about the
Atlanta Braves. The team
is young, with the likes of
Ronald Acuña Jr. and Ozzie
Albies, dynamic and flashy.
I would say that the Braves
are single handedly changing the way that the game
is played with their identity and flare in every pitch.
Playing in the NL East Division, the Braves cruised
past their opposition and
netted their second division
title in two years. Looking
into the NLDS, the Braves
were feeling confident taking on the Cardinals. Atlanta had home-field advantage and the Cardinals
scuffled into the end of the
year. However, the difference between heartbreak
in the wild card game and
in the division series is
that the wild card game is
one instance of tremendous
pain, whereas the division
series fluxuates between
hope and pain. And, oh boy,
did the Braves have such a
roller coaster and I think
game one of that series really summed it up. The
Braves had the lead and
called upon their reliever
to preserve the lead. They
were feeling good, getting
ready for a clean win and
then all of a sudden, the
reliever gets hurt throwing
his warm up pitches. Yikes,
not a good look. But,

Braves fans remained
hopeful. They still had the
lead and just needed to
bring in someone else, who
surely can still get the job
done. Well, the next reliever gets in trouble and
the Braves call upon their
closer, Mark Melancon,
to clean it up. The Braves
are nervous, but still are
confident in his abilities.
In the most heartbreaking
fashion, Melancon gives
up two doubles down the
line to give up the lead.
If baseball had any form
of justice, then maybe the
ball would have gone foul.
I mean, they were inches
away from doing just that.
Unfortunately, baseball is
not fair and many times it
just tears people apart. The
Braves wind up losing that
game.
Yet, in a division series, fans have the next
game to look forward to.
The Braves responded with
two wins in a row, looking
like the team that can move
on. Braves fans are feeling
confident, hopeful and ecstatic that their team can do
it. The Braves, once again,
have the chance to move on
in game four, but of course,
they lose in extra innings.
Heartbreak again, just like
the first one. Each game has
been close, and even very
winnable for the Braves,
yet they continue to just fall
short. But, the hope continues on with game five.
Imagine you are a Braves
fan. Your hope is shaky, it is
nervous, yet you keep that
flame of hope alive. You believe in your team and you
buy a ticket to the game, or
turn on the TV to watch the
game of the season. You remain calm when the Cardinals score a couple of runs
in the first, hoping that the

Sad Clayton Kershaw | brobible.com

for the entire season
can get out of the inning
and score some runs. But,
the inning continues and
the Cardinals score 10 runs
on your team. In the first
inning. At your home stadium. That hope is extinguished and you watch the
rest of the game with a broken heart. Just like that, the
season is over. Ouch. </3
Now onto the Los Angeles Dodgers who are
probably, in my eyes, the
biggest heartbreak of the
entire postseason. The team
has lost two straight World
Series and coming into the
season they are placed with
the pressure of winning
it all or bust. That is a ton
of pressure for any team,
but the Dodgers lived up
the hype. They won 106
games and looked like the
dominant team amongst all.
They were primed for another deep run, but only to
be bounced by the Nationals in the NLDS. After expecting to make it deep into
October and having done so
for the last two years, fans
did not react too kindly to
the loss. Dodger faithful
lose their faith and left early in games, were running
over Kershaw jerseys and
were just furious, and for
good reason. I would argue
that this moment hurt more
than the last two losses. Just
all the expectations came
crashing down on them and
it must break their hearts.
Nothing sums up this heartbreak more than the photo
of Clayton Kershaw after
he blew the lead in game 5.
He was sitting only, head
down, sulking because he
had coughed it up. This
photo should make everyone sad and break their
heart. Even though many
people hate the Dodgers,

the photo shows one of
the greatest pitchers in recent history and the pain it
is to play baseball.
Honestly, the photo
sums up the pain it is to root
for baseball in general. As a
baseball fan, you cheer for
one team. You follow them
from the beginning of the
spring all the way into the
fall. There are 162 games
in this season and it seems
like it will never end. But,
you cheer and you root for
your team just for one game
or for one season, with the
hope that they move on.
Yet, when it is over, the
season seems so small and
short. In that heartbreaking moment, you forget all
the good things that happened in the season and
only are filled with hurt.
But, it goes on. The decision to cheer for a baseball team is setting you up
for heartbreak. Baseball is
ruthless, baseball does not
care, baseball is unlucky,
baseball is a blame-game,
baseball is, overall, heartbreak waiting to happen.
Yet, fans continue to grind
with their team, waiting for
that one moment when it all
comes together. That one
moment when all the pain,
remorse, and anger leave
when your team wins it all.
The moment that are those
feelings are amplified into
indescribable joy and happiness.
Unfortunately,
some
fans will never experience
this moment. They will
never experience the elation that comes after being the last team standing.
But, we wait, muster up our
strength, and do it all again
in the next season. Because
as much as baseball hurts
us, the joy outweighs the
pain and that is all worth it.

2019-2020 NHL Season Opener

SAVANNAH GRASS | SPORTS COLUMNIST
The 2019-2020 NHL the Blues scored again to
season kicked off on Oct. 9, make the game 2-0, but this
with the game for the ages. time the goal was scored
The Washington Capitals, by captain Alex Pietranwho were the 2018 Stan- gelo. The period goes on
ley Cup champions, versus with many chances for both
the St. Louis Blues ,who teams to score. With 4:23
were the 2019 Stanley Cup left in the first period, the
champions. The game was Capitals finally got on the
played in St. Louis at the board with a goal from their
Enterprise Center.
captain Alex Ovechkin to
The first period was make the score 2-1.
quite eventful. The St. LouThe Blues came out
is Blues got on the board strong to start the secfirst with a goal 53 seconds ond period and continued
in from Sammy Blais. Later to pepper Capitals goalon that period, the Blues ie Brayden Holtby with
went on the power play due shots, hoping that one of
to a Capitals’ slashing pen- them will go through. But
alty. During the power play, Holtby managed to save

all of them. Later on in the
period, the Blues went on
the power play again for
the third time, however
they did not score due to
how well the Capitals were
getting the puck out of the
zone. A few minutes later,
the Capitals go on the offensive and center Niklas
Backstrom takes a shot, but
it ends up going off the post.
Late in the period, the Capitals go on their first power
play of the night, in which
Ovechkin had 3 shots, but
none of them got passed the
Blues’ goalie Jake Allen.
Right after the power play
ended the Capitals won the

face off and got the puck
to defenseman Dmitry Orlov, who shot the puck and
scored to tie the game at 2
at the end of the second period.
The Capitals go on the
power play again to start
the third period, but fail to
score. Later on, the Blues
had a chance to take the
lead at the other end of the
ice, but they were denied
once again by Brayden
Holtby. With under 2 minutes left in the period, Blues
forward Ryan O’Reilly had
a breakaway and almost
scored, but Brayden Holtby stood strong in the net

Sports |

and did not let the puck get
passed him.
Three periods were not
enough for these 2 teams as
the game headed into overtime. With chances going
back and forth, it wasn’t until the last 2:09 when Jakub
Vrana scored for the Capitals, giving them a 3-2 lead
and also the win over the
2019 Stanley Cup champions. The game provided an
exciting start to the 20192020 NHL season.

Interested in writing for the
St. Norbert Times?

Send an email to times@snc.edu and
become a member today!

UPCOMING EVENTS

Football		
Football		
Oct.Oct.
19 - 19
vs.-Beliot
vs. Beliot
College		
College		 1 p.m.
1 p.m.
Oct.Oct.
26 - 26
vs.-Lawrence
vs. Lawrence
Univ.		
Univ.		 1 p.m.
1 p.m.
Nov.Nov.
2 - at2 Macalester
- at Macalester
College
College 1 p.m.
1 p.m.
Nov.Nov.
9 - at9 Lake
- at Lake
Forest
Forest
College
College 1 p.m.
1 p.m.
Nov.Nov.
16 - 16
at MWC
- at MWC
Championship
Championship
Noon
Noon

Women’s
Women’s
Soccer
Soccer
Oct.
Oct.
1919
- at- Illinois
at Illinois
College			
College			
Oct.
Oct.
2020
- at- Grinnell
at Grinnell
College			
College			
Oct.
Oct.
2323
- vs.
- vs.
Ripon
Ripon
College			
College			
Oct.
Oct.
2727
- vs.
- vs.
Cornell
Cornell
College			
College			
Nov.
Nov.
2 -2at- Beloit
at Beloit
College			
College			

Women’s
Women’s
Volleyball
Volleyball
Oct.Oct.
18 - 18
vs.-Grinnell
vs. Grinnell
College
College
		 		 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Oct.Oct.
19 - 19
vs.-Cornell
vs. Cornell
College
College
		 		 1 p.m.
1 p.m.
Oct.Oct.
22 - 22
at Lawrence
- at Lawrence
Univ.
Univ.
		 		 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Oct.Oct.
25 - 25
at Lake
- at Lake
Forest
Forest
College
College 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Oct.Oct.
29 - 29
vs.-Beloit
vs. Beloit
College		
College		 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Nov.Nov.
2 - vs.
2 -Lakeland
vs. Lakeland
Univ.
Univ.
		 		 Noon
Noon
Nov.Nov.
2 - vs.
2 -Edgewood
vs. Edgewood
College
College 3 p.m.
3 p.m.

Women’s
Women’s
Tennis
Tennis
Oct.
Oct.
19-20
19-20
- Midwest
- Midwest
Conference
Conference
Championship
Championship
10/19
10/19
- Doubles
- Doubles
Championships		
Championships		 1 p.m.
1 p.m.
10/20
10/20
- Singles
- Singles
Championships		
Championships		 9:30
9:30
a.m.
a.m.

Men’s
Men’s
Soccer
Soccer
Oct.Oct.
15 - 15
at UW-Platteville
- at UW-Platteville
				
Oct.Oct.
19 - 19
at Illinois
- at Illinois
College
College
		 		
Oct.Oct.
20 - 20
at Grinnell
- at Grinnell
College
College
		 		
Oct.Oct.
27 - 27
vs.-Cornell
vs. Cornell
College		
College		
Oct.Oct.
30 - 30
vs.-Ripon
vs. Ripon
College		
College		
Nov.Nov.
2 - at2 Beloit
- at Beloit
College
College
				

11 11
a.m.
a.m.
11 11
a.m.
a.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.

Men’s
Men’s
and
and
Women’s
Women’s
Cross
Cross
Country
Country
Nov.
Nov.
1616
- NCAA
- NCAA
Div.
Div.
IIIIII
Regional
Regional
		 		 11 11
a.m.
a.m.
Nov.
Nov.
2323
- NCAA
- NCAA
Div.
Div.
IIIIII
Champ.
Champ.
				 11 11
a.m.
a.m.
		
		

6:306:30
p.m.p.m.
1:301:30
p.m.p.m.
1:301:30
p.m.p.m.
3:303:30
p.m.p.m.
6:306:30
p.m.p.m.
3:303:30
p.m.p.m.
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